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16 One Big Question with Scott Benjamin
“How do I know if I have a great business idea?” Scott Benjamin, assistant professor of strategic management and entrepreneurship, has the answer.

18 Flying Into the Eye of the Storm
Cathy Martin has flown in 20-plus storms as a NOAA hurricane hunter based out of MacDill Air Force Base in Tampa.

20 Capitol Briefing
In the wake of Superstorm Sandy, it was Harry Friebel’s job to assess the effectiveness of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ coastal protection projects ... and share that work with the vice president of the United States.

24 Resurrecting Apollo
A budding planetary scientist’s undergraduate internship turned into a detective story for lost lunar data.

26 LEEDing the Way in Colombia
Juan Pablo Aljure is principal of one of the most sustainable schools in South America.
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